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Abstract Purpose: To review and discuss various Energy harvesting techniques and to implement one amongst them to reduce the usage of implantable medical device’s (IMD’s) battery so that the life span of battery would increase and hence the patient would be able to avoid major surgery for the replacement of battery for more years than before. Method: Solar energy harvesting is done to increase life span of IMD’s battery. When sufficient solar harvested energy is available, the IMD works on solar harvested energy and when enough harvested energy is not present then IMD works on its battery and this all is done by a switching circuit. Results: A light emitting diode was used to represent an IMD and this was connected to a battery [of almost equivalent voltage of actual IMD’s (say pacemaker’s battery)] and solar energy harvesting circuit, measurements were taken at different voltage intensities of solar harvested energy as well as by varying distance between the solar harvesting circuit and IMD circuit. Conclusions: Voltage provided by harvesting circuit was enough for the working of IMD and when the solar harvested energy was not sufficient only then the IMD used its battery voltage and by this usage of battery was decreased and life span of battery increased. There is need of further research to make more accurate and efficient energy harvesting systems to increase life span of IMDs. Keywords: Energy harvesting, Solar energy, IMD, Battery.



1. Introduction Energy Harvesting is the process of capturing minute amounts of energy from one or more naturally-occurring energy sources in environment or from a surrounding system, accumulating them and storing them for later use. Recently, there has been a surge of research in the area of energy harvesting. This increase in research has been brought on by the modern advances in wireless technology and low-power electronics. Given the wireless nature of some emerging sensors, it becomes necessary that they contain their own power supply, which is, in most cases, conventional batteries. However, when the battery has consumed all of its power, the sensor must be retrieved and the battery replaced. Because of the remote placement of these devices, obtaining the sensor simply to replace the battery can become very expensive and tedious, or even impossible, task. If ambient energy in the surrounding medium can be obtained and utilized, this captured energy can then be used to prolong the life of the power supply or, ideally, provide unlimited energy for the lifespan of the electronic device[1]. The idea to be implemented in this Project work is to harvest the solar energy to increase lifespan of battery used in implantable life saving devices such as Pacemaker. Solar energy from sun is captured by photo voltaic solar cells which convert the solar energy into electrical energy that is DC power. The DC power from the PV solar cells is transferred to sinusoidal oscillator. Colpitts oscillator would be used because this is a decent solution as it is simple to build and most importantly, it's a current oscillator and not a voltage oscillator. As current through an inductor is what generates the magnetic field, this is what will drive both coils (resonant primary coil & resonant secondary coil)This is inductive charging. After the wireless energy transfer (inductive Deepi Johal, IJRIT
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charging), AC energy from secondary coils is given to rectifier to convert it to DC power. A switching circuit is employed which would allow IMD (here LED is used) to run on energy derived from harvested circuit, when harvesting circuit is giving sufficient amount of O/P energy otherwise the IMD would be extracting energy from its battery and the voltage received at the IMD would be displayed on the LCD. As a result of this the usage of IMD’s battery would decrease hence, the Lifespan of IMD’s battery would increase and the patient would be able to avoid major heart surgery (for the replacement of battery) for more years than before.



2. Solar Energy Harvesting One of the major benefits of Solar Energy is its free availability and high level of abundance. That is what makes it one of the most attractive sources for energy. The solar energy is captured by polycrystalline solar panel and would be converted into DC by the solar panel. The solar energy would be transferred to the IMD circuit in a transcutaneous way. The Electromagnetic field produced by the primary coil on external circuit penetrates the skin and produce an induced voltage in the secondary coil present inside the body (attached to the IMD circuit). Even the voltage received at the IMD circuit can also be displayed at LCD, so that one may know what amount of voltage is received at IMD and whether the IMD circuit is working on harvested energy or on its battery.



3. Material And Methodology The proposed work is an approach to increase the life span of batteries of IMD. For this implementation a block diagram is shown below



Fig1: Block diagram of solar energy harvesting Major parts of the system are: External circuit: This is the small circuit present outside the body of the subject which can be embedded on jacket or some clothing of the subject. This circuit is to provide harvested energy to the IMD circuit which is present inside the body of the subject and it contains following parts: PV solar panel, Sinusoidal oscillator, Resonant primary and Secondary coils, Rectifier and filter circuit, IMD circuit, Switching circuit, Battery. PV Solar panel- Photovoltaics (PV) is a method of generating electrical power by converting solar radiation into direct current electricity using semiconductors that exhibit the photovoltaic effect. Photovoltaic power generation employs solar panels composed of a number of solar cells containing a photovoltaic material. Materials presently used for photovoltaics include monocrystalline silicon, polycrystalline silicon, amorphous silicon, cadmium telluride, and copper indium gallium selenide/sulfide. Sinusoidal Oscillator- It is an electronic circuit that produces a repetitive electronic signal, a sine wave. We would be using a Colpitts oscillator. This is a decent solution because it is simple to build and, most importantly, it's a current oscillator and not a voltage oscillator. As current through an inductor is what generates the
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magnetic field, this is what will drive both coils. Frequency range for Colpitts oscillator is from 10khz to 100Mhz Resonant primary and Secondary coils-These are Enamled magnet wires through which the inductive coupling would take place. The primary coil is present on the external circuit after the sinusoidal oscillator circuit and the secondary coil would be present on the internal circuit beneath the skin. These coils would be inductively coupled, for this they both need not to have same physical size but need to resonate at same frequency so that the maximum energy transfer may take place. Internal circuit: It is the circuit that should be present inside the body of the subject and this circuit works on either harvested energy (received by secondary coil from external circuit) or battery which is of IMD and this whole internal circuit is termed as IMD circuitry. It contains following parts: Rectifier and filter circuit- This would convert AC power O/P of secondary coil to DC power. The Cockcroft– Walton (CW) generator, or multiplier is a voltage multiplier that converts AC or pulsing DC electrical power from a low voltage level to a higher DC voltage level. It is made up of a voltage multiplier ladder network of capacitors and diodes to generate high voltages. Unlike transformers, this method eliminates the requirement for the heavy core and the bulk of insulation/potting required. Using only capacitors and diodes, these voltage multipliers can step up relatively low voltages to extremely high values, while at the same time being far lighter and cheaper than transformers. The biggest advantage of such circuits is that the voltage across each stage of the cascade is equal to only twice the peak input voltage in a half wave rectifier. Schottky diodes must be used in rectifier circuit as they can do efficient conversion even at higher frequencies. Switching circuit- This circuit is made up of zener and schottky diodes, which would help in online switching operation between harvested energy and the battery of the pacemaker depending upon the amount of energy provided by harvesting circuit. IMD circuit-For testing of prototype a load resistor equivalent to the IMD has been employed or a LED can be used to know whether the IMD is working or not. Battery-This would be attached to switching circuit and IMD circuit. When the energy provided by the harvested circuit is not sufficient, IMD circuit would be using energy from this battery. This switching action is done by switching circuit. Battery plays role of the actual IMD’s internal battery. Display unit: It is only to display on what and which (harvested or it’s battery) voltage the IMD circuit is working. It contains following parts: Voltage Regulator (CD7805)- A 9v battery is attached to the power the display unit and a voltage regulator is used regulate the voltage to +5v so that the circuitry present in display unit can work properly. ADC 0804-ADC is a device that converts continuously varying analog signals into binary code for the microcontroller. The 8-bit ADC 0804 IC considered is able meet the requirements of the speed sensing system. Microcontroller 89c51 from Atmel- The AT89C51 is a low-power, high-performance CMOS 8-bit microcomputer with 4K bytes of Flash programmable and erasable read only memory (PEROM). LCD display (16X2)- The LCD is a versatile display device which can display the complete range of characters and numbers. In this project it displays voltage at IMD (LED).



4. Results and Conclusions In order to verify the working of external and internal circuit, software simulation was done of these circuits following were the output waveforms of the external and internal circuit respectively.
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Simulation results:



Fig2:Output waveform of External circuit



Fig 3: Output waveform of Internal circuit when sufficient harvested energy is present and IMD works on harvested energy.



Fig 4: Output waveform of internal circuit when sufficient harvested energy is not present and IMD works on its battery Hardware results:



Fig 5: IMD working on external (SOLAR) energy
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• • •



When IMD is working on External (solar) energy. Green LED (harvested energy greater than 2.65v) is “ON” and White LED (IMD is working) is “ON” Red LED (IMD working on battery) is “OFF”



Fig 6: IMD working on its battery •



When IMD is Working on its battery (when harvested energy is less than 2.65v)



•



Red LED (IMD working on battery) is “ON” and White LED (IMD is working) is “ON”



•



Green LED (harvested energy greater than 2.65v) is “OFF”



Fig 7: Output voltage curve with respect to input voltage.
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